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ENGAGEMENT



• Fundamental part of SIA
• First-hand insights into what people value and how they expect a project 

to affect them. How they perceive a project to affect them.  
• We use it to create a dialogue while equally focussing on key SIA 

principles of inclusivity and impartiality.
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Project Community Engagement Strategy
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“One of the greatest lessons I ever 
learnt is that events don’t dictate the 
life you live, rather it’s how you 
perceive those events, that determines 
the path you take”.

(Dylan Alcott. Able. 2018)
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•Destruction
•Enjoyment
•Opportunity
• Illegal
•Dangerous
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• Peaceful
• Tranquil
• Restorative
• Historical
• Our home
• Drought proofing  / income diversification
• Economic sustainability / resilience
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• People and their interests and perceptions can change throughout a project.
• This can be as a result of education, knowledge, mitigation, redesign. Or 

simply from being confronted with differing perspectives. 
• SIA plays an important role in:

o understanding and presenting differing perspectives
o working with project teams and people to respond to social impacts
o Demonstrating how responses by the project team to perceived social impacts, 

have influenced the outcome of the assessment
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“We are not hear to tolerate our differences. 
We are here to accept them. 
We are not here to celebrate our sameness. 
We are here to salute our distinctions. 
We are not born into equal circumstances, or 
with equal abilities. But we should have 
equal opportunity. 
As individuals we unite in our values. 
Celebrate that.” 

(Matthew McConaughey. Green Lights. 2020)
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Special guest……..
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